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prologue: morning



you here to clean up the trash? ‘Cause there’s a lot of  
it.” He asks, “Do you write books?” And Jem points 
to the other two of  us and says, “They do. They write 
books.” And the joke is lost on everyone for a while.

From there we drive around in a German car on Bay 
Ridge streets past the terminal Jem says figures in  
Hubert Selby’s book, Last Exit to Brooklyn. It’s a  
neighborhood he thinks of  as very traditionally  
Italian, which to me is that of  my Lebanese ex-bosses. 
We pass a high school and a hundred little houses with 
yards. We see what looks like a castle and wonder if  a 
certain block was in Saturday Night Fever. At sunset we 
come to a pier with Jem. He says this is where he goes 
when he needs to shoot water. There are birds like the 
birds in his films. People point cameras at each other, 
us more than anyone else. Becoming a spectacle of  
outsiders with too much interest in the sunset’s orange 
glow on the Freedom Tower, and in the name of  this 
place that is neither East River, Hudson, nor Ocean.

We head back for tacos, and Jem lets us into his  
house. He has somewhere to be but says there’s still  
a few minutes if  we have anything we want to ask. 
“Do you remember that book of  India? The one you  
mentioned maybe the first time we met?” He smiles 
and looks to the shelves. “Wouldn’t it be funny if   
finally you’re here to see it and I can’t find it.” But  
he does and dusts it off  with a lens cloth and puts 
it on flat files where there is room. End Time City. In 
Benares, carrion and mystics. A dog licking at a body 
facedown in the river. A face of  contempt among a 
flock of  shorn men. And a quote by Walter Benjamin.



I first saw Jem Cohen at a screening of  his film,  
Benjamin Smoke. I was studying film then, watching  
ten or more tapes a week, but that one floored me.  
In two hours, I felt like I had met and lost someone 
beautiful and important. When Jem came down the 
theater aisle, wearing his hat and his camera case, I 
wrote him to memory.

Ten years later, I met Jem in Brooklyn at a bookshop. 
We were a small group, eating tacos after a filmmaker 
friend Bill Daniel had done a screening. He mentioned  
a book his friend had made of  photographs from  
India and suggested I come see it, sometime. Every 
few months, we’d see each other somewhere, or the 
email thread would resurface, but it was a few years 
before we finally made a plan. I’d moved three or four 
times, and was surprised—when we finally had a plan 
and he gave me the directions—to realize we were  
essentially neighbors now. 

We finally met for tea, but instead of  talking about 
that book of  India, got on the subject of  Walter  
Benjamin. Was it surprising that a man who shoots 
footage of  what gets ignored, of  trash made by  
humans, of  the wind moving through cups and bags, 
of  shopping malls and introspective entertainers, 
would already be a scholar of  the Arcades? Only to me. 

A few days ago, we go to a place that Jem has visited  
for more than a decade and see a man who’s been  
working there for even longer. Did the same man  
chase Jem away time after time when the block was  
barricaded? This time he asks if  we’re writers. “Are  





I. the detention center











epilogue: evening











































II. the drive







II. the pier






























